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The Department of Agriculture has corne a long
way since ht formation in 190R. If has expanded
tremendfously fa meet the ulsing d.mands of the.
smaNlholders uector and today, its main ttvust is
on agricultural extension.

OBJECTIVES

In consonance with the Governmentrs New
Economic Policy (NEP), and the National
Agricultural Policy (NAP). the DQA addresses itself
to the following objectives:

* To increase productivity of the farm through
effective transfer of farm technology.

* To effect changes in the attitudes of farmers
to be more willig to adopt new technology
os well as ta parlicipate more actively in
agricultural development.

" To increase the contribution of the agricultural
sector to the national economy by
encouraging and promoting the cultivation of
specific crops.

farming) in order to increase productivity and
income.

" Provide technical support services in crop
production, crop protection, soils
management and agricultural mechanizo-
tion.

" Conduct pre-service training programmes for
future agricuiturol operatives, in-service
training programmes for officers in ail
categoies; and specially designed
programmes for potential entrepreneurs.

" Provide services for planning, co-ordination.
monitoring and evaluation of Deportment's
programmes/activties. and implementing the
agricultural information system.

" Enforcement of the Pesticide Act 1974, and
the Plant Quorantine Act 1976,

FUTURE PLAN/PROGRAMMES

The DOA will continue to assume its role as a
iead agency in agriculturai development right
up to year 2000, The DCA will intensify ifs efforts
t0 ensure that 7,720 former groups embracing
488, 100 farm families will be serviced by the-
T &V System.

The thrust of DOA's programmes witl be towards
inculcatlng in the farmers a spirit of self-help and
group effort to uplift their standard of living.
Towards this end, farming activities of farmers will
go beyond mereiy subsistance level; if will take
the form of a commercialîzed venture, through

and the FMP
ýiture develop-
'ards achieving
J the Plan.


